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April, 2022 
 

A Message from Chairman, Buddy Bishop 
I’VE NEVER BEEN TO THE ADVANCE BEFORE 
 
I’ll be honest. I’ve never been to the Advance before. Despite making an effort to “Keep the 
Republic” and serving as an officer in the Goochland Unit; party apparatus and republican 
machinery simply didn’t rank very high on my list. This is mainly because I’m an ideologue. I’m 
interested in the why and what and underpinnings of what conservatism and the American 
Republic was intended to be and what it currently is. 
 
But now I’m a chairman and I have certain duties and responsibilities. With this comes the need-
to-know other unit chairmen and see where our Goochland unit can interact and collaborate and 
learn from other units so that perhaps we can improve our efforts in Goochland. 
 
The main thing I was interested in was in attending the special “training session” for new unit 
chairman. The RPV apparently has never done this kind of thing before. I can’t say that they hit the 
ground running and knocked it out of the park so to speak, but it was useful. I found their related 
efforts regarding data and data management to be on point. There is a lot of improvements 
needed in how things can be done – but at least they are aware of how poor it’s been in the past 
and are very open to making efforts to fix a number of frustrations with their GOP Data Center 
tool. Some of the suggestions we are already doing. Some may emerge as time goes on. But the 
main thing I liked was in connection to one of the items I know to matter to the ongoing success 
of the unit and that is building and organizing things so that they are in place and ready to go as 
the chairman and the other committee roles change (as they should) over time. 
 
The highlight overall was Winsome Sears reception presentation. I managed to get of video it to 
share later with the committee after I have time to upload it. 

 
So, will I go again? Probably if it’s relevant to my activity to the committee going forward. 
Should just anyone go? I think that if you are a unit committee member, you might want to plan and consider going at least 
once. You’ll have the opportunity to meet people you wouldn’t meet otherwise and hear things you might not otherwise get 
to hear. With this you’ll likely find that you’ll bring back what you encountered to the Goochland committee and propose, 
motion, or simply ask “Why aren’t we doing - or – What about (fill in the blank)? 
 
In any event, this election year is a critical one of preparation and organization for next year. That’s when nearly everything 
we’ve taken for granted and in fact relied upon since the inception of the 2012 era Goochland Revolution is rebooted and 
largely reconstituted with 15 or so races. Most of which are almost entirely local. 
 
The Advance will be in Richmond next year. It may well be the Advance you should consider attending. Within the next year, 
many of us who have been members for a while will find that we are doing new things as committee members. And many new 
members will be doing work they have never done before. I think we can work effectively together to make Goochland the 
best place to live and (if you’re lucky) work as “Goochlanders” and Americans. Advancing, as they say to not just the mid-
terms, but to a permanently Red Goochland and Virginia as well. 
 
 
 

GCRC Leadership 
 

CHAIRMAN  
BUDDY BISHOP 

 
FIRST VICE CHAIR  

JIM HERRING  
 

SECOND VICE CHAIR  
CHUCK HENLEY 

 

SECRETARY  
SUSAN LASCOLETTE 

 
TREASURER  

PAMELA E. DUNCAN 
 

DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 
D1: CURRENTLY UNFILLED 

D2: JOHN LUMPKINS 

D3: MARGIE DERREBERRY 
D4: MARK GOYNE 

D5: DEBRA ARNOLD 
 

CONTACT 
PO BOX 637 

GOOCHLAND VA 23063 
EC@goochland.gop 

www.goochland.gop 

 

Disclaimer: The GCRC newsletter ‘Patriots Voice’ contains submitted opinions, views, and expressions that may not, and in some cases 
definitely don’t reflect the same from the committee at large. Be that as it may, enjoy! 
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A Message from Committee Member, John D. Myers 
 
MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE WALL, WHO IS THE STUPIDEST OF THEM ALL? 
 
When we common sense conservatives look into a mirror, we not only see our smiling 
faces, but we see ourselves as we really are.  We see our life experiences, we see our 
successes, our shortcomings, our good times and bad.  We see our beliefs and values.  If 
the person we see in that mirror is someone we really wish was different, we know 
within ourselves that we are who we are because of the choices we make. 
 

Liberals on the other hand don’t 
necessarily see who they truly are when 
checking out their mugs in that glass with 
the metallic coating in back.  They see who they want to be seen as, often 
someone with no relation to reality.  These “woke” people really think that 
they are intellectually, morally and ethically superior to the rest of us.  Ever 
notice the expression and voice tone of a liberal change the moment that you 
acknowledge that you are a conservative Republican? It’s as if you suddenly 
sprouted horns and a tail. 
 
What makes a person liberal?  First of all, liberals are idealistic, not realistic.  
For instance, the most idiotic theory and scam currently being perpetuated by 
our “superior” fellow citizens is climate change.  This is the Holy Grail of 

liberalism, not only here in the U.S., but worldwide.  Everyone who dares to disagree with them are labeled Climate Change 
Deniers.  We on the Right do not deny that the mean earth temperature and weather is changing, just as it has over the past 
10 million to 50 million years (depending upon which “scientist” you believe).  We can read a 
thermometer just as well as anyone.  However what we disagree on is man’s contribution, if 
any, to the condition (notice I did not use the term problem).  And what’s more, we surely 
disagree that giving up more of our money and our freedoms to government will have a 
snowball’s chance in Hell of changing anything, especially the weather.  That look into the 
mirror tells them they are looking at someone who is concerned about our planet.  When we 
look in that mirror, we see someone who is not nearly that foolish.  In that mirror they see 
someone who is helping to heal the earth.  When we take a gander at ourselves, we see 
someone who recognizes that climate change is a big scam to redistribute wealth and give 
more power to government.  They look at climate change as man’s work.  We look at it as 
God’s work. 
 
Liberals peek into the mirror and see a compassionate person. That passion is demonstrated in 
their minds, by allowing those “poor, destitute and helpless” people escape from their country 
into ours.  It is not prosecuting those underprivileged people who have to commit “minor” 
crimes in an attempt to have basic necessities.  It is giving permanent financial assistance to all who they deem needy.  
Compassion is meaningless, and dangerous if it is misguided.  

 
Conservatives have a different take when seeing their image in the looking glass in respect 
to compassion.  We see someone who looks at those people crossing our borders illegally 
as lawbreakers who pose a threat to our citizens, increase welfare and medical expenses 
and offer nothing to our country.  Our compassion is for hard working, tax paying U.S. 
citizens who are often victimized by those illegal aliens while getting stuck with the tab for 
their care.  Our compassion is also for the victims of the revolving door method of law 
enforcement, resulting from woke prosecutors and judges.  We have empathy and 
compassion for the owners of many small businesses that go out of business because of 
people helping themselves to goods without paying.  Compassion should be reserved for 
the deserving. 
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Looking in a mirror is a way of seeing yourself the way it would be captured with a camera.  
However, neither the mirror, nor the camera can capture who, or what is inside of you.  A 
new mirror or a new camera cannot fix that.  As I have said before, stupidity is an incurable 
disease (yes, if liberals can call alcoholism and drug addiction a disease, I can call stupidity a 
disease).  Stupidity has all the worst characteristics of other diseases, but not necessarily the 
symptoms.  Stupidity is hereditary and communicable.  It can easily spread from one person 
to another, and can result in mass infections, sort of like a pandemic.  Stupidity can cause 
misery, poverty, loneliness, pregnancy, failure to recognize different genders, unexplained 
euphoria over Hillary Clinton and death (e.g. Drunk driving accidents).  Stupidity itself does 
not result in hives, fever, rash, diarrhea, incontinence, aching joints, hair loss, chills or hot 
flashes.  It can cause people to do other things that result in these symptoms.  

 
Wokeness is a severe form of stupidity.  Woke people are not to be pitied.  They are to be ridiculed, humiliated and loathed.  
The Woke are all dangerous.  That is because woke people vote for woke politicians, and woke politicians are dangerous.  So 
what is wokeness?  Among the descriptors are over exaggerating social problems, the Cancel Culture, permissiveness, anti- 
religion and gender neutrality.  Woke politicians advocate defunding the police, open borders, a welfare state, promoting 
climate change fear, taxing wealth (a second bite at the taxation apple) and non-punishment of criminals, including murderers, 
rapists, kidnapers and muggers.  These people are sub stupid!  When I refer to certain people, primarily liberal politicians, as 
idiots and morons, I am actually doing a disservice to idiots and morons.  No self- respecting idiot or moron wants to be 
associated with the likes of  Joe Biden, Chuck Schumer, Nancy Pelosi, Adam Schiff, AOC, Ilhan Omar, Ayanna Pressley or 
Rashida Tlaib.  
 
So who are among the stupidest?  I will make some nominations, but I am changing the names slightly in order to protect the 
guilty.  See, I do have a heart!  I will name them as woke people. 
 
In no particular order:  
 

 Joke Biden. (Joe is woke)  and he is a joke 
 

 Whoke Harris (Who**   Woke) Hint: Joe an’ de ho. 
 

 Wokahontas Warren (Woke Pocahontas). President Trump gave Liz this 
name 

 
 Choke Schumer (Chuck woke) 

 
 Alexandria Wokasio Cortez (Woke  Ocasio) 

 
 Ilhan Wokmar (Woke  Omar) 

 
 Nancy Pewoksi  (Pelosi  woke) 

 
This is by no means a comprehensive list of all the woke/stupid Democrats.  Not even close.  Over 100 Democrats in the U.S. 
House of Representatives are calling for a climate change emergency, with the intent of further stifling oil, coal and natural gas 
production.  This, at the time of this writing, when the Russian invasion of The Ukraine is entering its second month of terror 
on civilians, including women and children.  Petrochemical products in Europe and in the U.S. have skyrocketed.  This is in 
addition to the 50% increase in gasoline prices due to Joke’s attack on American energy that began on January 20, 2021.  This, 
coupled to the border crisis, the debacle in Afghanistan, the failure to give assistance to The Ukraine as soon as the Russian 
threat began and other missteps are typical of stupid people.   
 
So I ask you, who is the stupidest of them all (not restricted to the imbeciles above)?  
 
John D. Myers, 
 
Patriot and enemy to the stupid.  
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Events Calendar Highlights 
All these events and more can be found on our Website.  Check it for details and updates: https://goochland.gop/events/ 
Is there an event you want to share? Email it to EC@goochland.gop 

APRIL 23 @ 5:00 PM - 7:00 PM  MEET BOB GOOD – BLUEGRASS AND BBQ 
Whispering Pines Estate 12641 North Lodore Rd, Amelia, VA 

This was a very good event. The highlights? I’ll pick one among several – the BLUEGRASS! National Committee Woman Patti Lyman’s passion, Bob 
Good’s fighting spirit leadership – But my favorite was watching, listening to meeting and speaking with Louie Gohmert. He is living conservative 
history and an amazingly decent and personable fellow republican. 
 
APRIL 28 @ 8:00 AM - MAY 1 @ 5:00 PM  RPV ADVANCE 2022 
Hilton Washington Dulles Hotel 13869 Park Center Rd, Herndon, VA 

Advancing into the Midterm Elections. The Annual Donald W. Huffman Advance is expected to draw hundreds of Republican activists, legislators, and 
statewide. See the top article of this newsletter as this event is in progress at the time this newsletter was published. [...] 
 
MAY 17 @ 7:30 AM - 9:00 AM  DELEGATE LEE WARE, DISTRICT 65 

BUFFET BREAKFAST 
Salisbury Country Club 13620 West Salisbury Road, Midlothian, VA 

7:30 am - 8:45 am Salisbury Country Club 13620 West Salisbury Road Midlothian, VA 
23113 Special Guest: Governor Glenn Youngkin $65.00 Attendee Sponsorship levels: 
$100 [...] 
MAY 21 @ 8:30 AM - 7:00 PM  2022 5TH CONGRESSIONAL 

DISTRICT CONVENTION 
Kirby Field House Hampden-Sydney College 198 Athletic Center Drive, Farmville, VA 

Be sure to visit the website - https://5thdistrictva.gop/convention/ - for the Call, filing forms and additional information. Registration starts at 
8:30 AM.  
JUNE 11 @ 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM  5TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT MEETING 
This is a place-holder for this meeting. The final date, times and location are being worked on. It is expected to be in Farmville 
 

Buy your tickets now! June 18th, 2022 GCRC Grand Old Picnic!  
Tickets can be purchased on our website… Click here for tickets! 
 
The Hilltop Barn at Rassawek Vineyard. 
6276 River Road West, Columbia, Virginia  23038 
11:00 AM – 3:00 PM 
 
We’re planning the same family friendly, old style summer picnic atmosphere. 
Burgers, Dogs, Ice-Cream, Watermelon, music, fun, and more! 

Bring your friends and family, your coolers, lawn chairs, and maybe an umbrella 
or two.  Bring your Dad! It’s a great way to celebrate Fathers’ day! 

 

We believe that our Goochland community is special. We sincerely want to do what we can to preserve the kind of 
conservative government that we have enjoyed locally. 

Not only have Goochland conservatives benefitted but the results and facts show EVERYONE benefits from the effective 
application of a limited conservative government. Help us fund and preserve it by attending the 2nd Annual Grand Old Picnic! 
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Courthouse Village and Centerville Village Plans 
Goochland County is Seeking Input  
Posted on: April 4, 2022 https://www.goochlandva.us/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=814 
 
The surveys are part of a months-long process that kicked-off in February 2022 to 
create small area plans for each of the County’s major villages.   
 
The planning process for both villages aim to ensure that Goochland County elected officials’ decisions relate to and are made 
in accordance with the desires of the community. The village plans will provide guidance for land use, economic and physical 
growth, recreation, public facilities, and community development.  Once complete, these plans will be adopted and 
incorporated into the County’s Comprehensive plan. 
 
These surveys were developed based on input received from initial community meetings, roundtable discussions with local 
business owners, landowners, citizens and the development community and research by the consultant team. Now we need 
input from the Goochland community. 
 
The survey will be available through the end of May and can be found on the Village Plans 2022 website 
at www.goochlandva.us/villageplans2022.   For additional information on these small area plan efforts please visit the 
Goochland Village Plans 2022 website at www.goochlandva.us/villageplans2022 where you can find email contacts and phone 
numbers. 

The political pendulum swings right as we head into mid-term elections 
Minorities, young people, traditional demographics the Dems count on are turning away from radical left candidates 
 

Republican Party of Virginia Announces Partnership with Virginia Latino National Republican Coalition  
https://virginia.gop/republican-party-of-virginia-announces-partnership-with-virginia-latino-national-republican-coalition/ 
 
The Republican Party of Virginia is proud to announce that the Virginia Latino National Republican Coalition (LNRC-VA) will serve as the 
official coalition partner of the RPV for outreach to Virginia’s Latino Community. The leaders at LNRC-VA know that the Republican Party 
is the only political party that stands for limited government, free markets, and traditional family values. Last November, Latino voters 
were instrumental in electing a Republican Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Attorney General, and House majority who promised to 
defend those principles. Now, we are thrilled to work alongside the LNRC-VA to advance more conservative policies and take back the 
state senate in 2023. 
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GOP stepping up appeals to Black candidates, voters 
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/598813-gop-stepping-up-appeals-to-black-candidates-voters/ 
 
Excerpt from The Hill (see link above for full article) 
 
Eighty Black Republicans have filed this cycle alone to run in House races across the country, according to the National Republican 
Congressional Committee. Black Republicans are also hoping to make inroads in other races. In Georgia, Herschel Walker is running 
against incumbent Sen. Raphael Warnock (D-Ga.), and in Illinois, Richard Irvin, the first Black mayor of Aurora, is running in the GOP 
primary to challenge incumbent Gov. J.B. Pritzker (D). 
 
There are two Black Republicans in the House, one in the Senate and none in a governor’s mansion. 
But the effort comes on the heels of Virginia Lt. Gov. Winsome Sears’s (R) historic victory in November, when she became the 
first woman of color elected to statewide office in the commonwealth. Black Republicans, including Dels. A.C. Cordoza and Otto 
Wachsmann, also saw gains in the commonwealth’s off-year election.  
 
“The Black community is seeing momentum,” said Paris Dennard, national spokesman and director of Black media affairs for the 
Republican National Committee (RNC). “They’re seeing that Black Republicans can be elected.”  
 

 
Biden Job Approval Down Most Among Younger Generations 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/391733/biden-job-approval-down-among-younger-generations.aspx 
 
SHOCKER!  EVEN THE YOUNGER GENERATION IS TURNING ON BIDEN – DATA FROM GALLUP POLL: 

 

 

 

If you would like to contribute to upcoming editions of the Patriot’s Voice newsletter, 

Email your contribution to Chair@goochland.gop 

 


